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Packet 4 
 
The last toss-up should have been: Qing 
 
Toss-ups: 
 
1. In one account of this event, Elizabeth Willing Powel replied ‘And why not keep it?’ in 
response to a quip at its conclusion. That quip was made by one participant in this event who 
noted that ‘a perfect production’ could not be expected from it. A letter written by Gouverneur 
Morris stated that this event’s outcome was ‘the result of a spirit of amity’. Morris became 
known as the ‘Penman’ of one (*) document produced at this event.  Writing from Paris, one 
observer questioned the level of secrecy agreed on for this event, which included the windows of one 
building being nailed shut. Described by Jefferson in that same letter as an ‘assembly of demigods’, 
for 10 points, name this meeting, held in the Pennsylvania State House in 1787, which drew up a 
document that opens ‘We, the People of the United States’.  
ANSWER: Constitutional Convention [accept Federal Convention the Philadelphia Convention 
or the Grand Convention at Philadelphia] <OSC> 
 
2. One 2011 paper about practices in a diaspora community focused on this system is titled 
‘Does fortune favor’ one class of people in this system. The 2009 sale of two Italian-designed 
sculptures from a larger set depicting figures in this system prompted discussions of what 
defined a ‘national treasure’ in one country. A 2016 paper has suggested no evidence exists for 
parents deliberately selecting for and against classifications in this system, leading to more or 
fewer births in certain (*) years. This system, despite its translation into English, is based on the 
11.6 year orbit of Jupiter. One legend about the origins of this system claims that the Cat was 
excluded because it was pushed into a river just before reaching the Jade Emperor. Depicted in bronze 
sculptures looted from the Old Summer Palace, for 10 points, name this system, which assigns 
animals such as Horse, Tiger and Dragon in a 12 year cycle.  
ANSWER: the Chinese Zodiac [accept shengxiao and shuxiang, prompt on zodiac with ‘from which 
country?’, calendar] <OSC> 
 
3. A novel titled for this city includes a subplot in which Rose ends up marrying a man she met 
in a grocery store in Tucson. A 2019 novel set in this city centres on a sex worker nicknamed 
‘Tequila’ who reminisces for the title period of time after being murdered. A memoir subtitled 
‘Memories and the City’ recounts a type of melancholy associated with this city called huzun. 
Recent novels set in this city include 10 Minutes 38 Seconds in this Strange World and one titled 
for The (*) Bastard of it. In a novel set in this city, three stories about ‘blindness and memory’ are 
delivered by Olive. The narrators of that novel set in this city include a coin and the corpse of the 
murdered calligrapher Elegant Effendi. The setting of The Museum of Innocence and My Name is Red 



is, for 10 points, which large city home to Elif Shafak and Orhan Pamuk? 
ANSWER: Istanbul [or Constantinople] <JK> 
 
4. The subsets of R-to-the-n with this property form a Helly family of order n-plus-one, by 
Helly’s theorem. Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem applies to functions which send points to sets 
with this property. A vector space with a topology induced by a family of seminorms is said to 
locally have this property. The existence of supporting hyperplanes for this kind of set can be 
used to show that the (*) expectation of this kind of function of a random variable is at least that 
function of its mean; that result is Jensen’s [YEN-sen’s] inequality. Combinations denoted by this 
adjective form a ‘hull’ named for it. Functions with non-negative second derivative have this 
property. A set has this property if a line segment connecting any two points within it is entirely in the 
set. For 10 points, which property holds for a function f if minus f is concave? 
ANSWER: convexity <LH>  
 
5. Note to players: Name of artist and type of work required 
Vasari notes that a lost one of these works was sent to Raphael ‘executed in gouache [gwaash] 
on transparent cambric, so that the design appeared the same on both sides’. In one of these 
works, a detailed reflection of a window can be seen in an eye. In an earlier one of these works, 
produced on parchment for its artist’s betrothal, the subject is holding a sprig of sea-holly, or 
thistle. The chronologically second of the three surviving painted examples of these works, 
depicting its subject with a black and white hat sitting by a window, was painted in (*) 1498. The 
last known one of these paintings was designed to reflect the iconography of Salvator Mundi, and 
portrays its subject frontally with the artist's monogram and the date 1500 left of their long flowing 
hair and fur collar. That Christ-inspired work depicts their artist at age 28. For 10 points, name these 
works depicting the artist of Knight, Death and the Devil. 
ANSWER: Albrecht Dürer self-portraits [prompt on partial] <OSC> 
 
6. A New York Times op-ed by Jimmy Carter denounced this order, but suggested that it was 
important to understand the anger behind it. Ettore Capriolo and William Nygaard were 
among the people injured as a result of this order. The person involved in this order told Bono 
that “real devils don’t wear horns” after appearing on stage at a U2 concert. That person 
responded to this order with an apologetic essay titled “In (*) Good Faith”, which they 
subsequently described as the “biggest mistake of my life”. A follow-up order issued two years after 
this order led to the death of Japanese translator Hitoshi Igarashi. This order forced an author to live 
under the pseudonym Joseph Anton after it was issued in 1989 by Ayatollah Khomeini. For 10 points, 
name this order which called for the death of an author for writing The Satanic Verses. 
ANSWER: the fatwa against Salman Rushdie [prompt on fatwa by asking ‘calling for whose death?’; 
prompt on any description equivalent to (Ayatollah Khomeini ordering) the death of Salman Rushdie] 
<AH> 
 
7. The director of this film adapted a quote from Nietzsche meaning ‘they come fly’ for an a 
capella piece composed by Arthur Simonini and performed by Para One. A woman in this film 
is moved out of a convent by a countess played by Valeria Golino following her sister’s suicide 
before being sent to Milan. That woman helps her maid Sophie to miscarry an unwanted foetus 
with her lover; they then lick herbal drugs out of each other’s (*) armpits. This film’s protagonist 
last sees her lover in a painting with her finger on page 28 of her book and later during a performance 
of Vivaldi’s Summer. This film centres on a forbidden affair that ensues after the noblewoman 



Heloise sits for a portrait by the painter Marianne. For 10 points, name this 2019 French lesbian 
drama starring Noémie Merlant and Adèle Haenel, directed by Céline Sciamma. 
ANSWER: Portrait of a Lady on Fire [or Portrait de la jeune fille en feu; do not accept other 
translations of ‘jeune fille’, as they are not part of its title as released in English] <LC> 
 
8. The three hundred and sixty stone bridges of this city were described by Odoric of Pordenone 
as the finest in the world and the Bencao Gangmu or Compendium of Materia Medica by Li 
Shizhen was first printed in this city. Many of the ships in one fleet were constructed at 
shipyards such as the Treasure Shipyard to the northwest of this city. Zheng He is buried in this 
city, where he worked on one structure after being appointed its defender. A rebellion against 
the Jianwen (*) emperor ended when this city was captured by Zhu Di. One structure in this city, 
named for its white porcelain bricks, was later destroyed during the Taiping rebellion. In 1368, the 
Hongwu emperor made this city the capital of a united China, but in 1421 his son, the Yongle 
emperor, moved the capital north to Beijing. Situated on the Yangtze, for 10 points, name this 
southern capital of the Ming dynasty. 
ANSWER: Nanjing [accept Nanking or Yingtian or Chilenfu] <NW> 
 
9. Disk tidal forces on this region have an analogous impact to the Kozai effect and this region 
names a ‘spike’ in the differential distribution of LPC’s. A 2013 paper by Brasser and 
Morbidelli revised estimates of this region’s population down to only four times the simulated 
ratio to the scattered disc population. The discovery of the object 1996 PW suggests it may also 
contain some (*) asteroids. Muller proposed that a dwarf star causes mass extinctions when it passes 
through this body every 26 million years. The comet Hyakutake is thought to have originated in this 
body, and the planetoid Sedna is thought to be a part of it. This hypothetical body is thought to be up 
to 200,000 astronomical units thick. For 10 points, name this collection of trans-Neptunian objects, 
sometimes partially named for Öpik, which form a namesake ‘cloud’. 
ANSWER: Öpik-Oort Cloud <LMK> 
 
10. A novel from this country, featuring the Spinoza-quoting protagonist Joana, takes its title 
from Joyce’s Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man. In another novel from this country, the 
fortune teller Madame Carlota fails to predict the protagonist’s death. In that novel from this 
country, the narrator, Rodrigo S.M., reminds the reader that it is the season for strawberries 
while watching a yellow (*) Mercedes run over the protagonist Macabéa. In a novel from this 
country, the protagonist experiences a crisis after crushing a cockroach which she then eats. An author 
from this country wrote Near to the Wild Heart, The Hour of the Star and The Passion According to 
G. H., while another wrote novels like Gabriela, Clove and Cinnamon and Dona Flor and her Two 
Husbands. For 10 points, Clarice Lispector and Jorge (“HOR-hey”) Amado were from what country, 
where they wrote novels in Portuguese? 
ANSWER: Brazil <AH> 
 
11. A fortissimo timpani roll opens George Lloyd’s symphony of this number, subtitled ‘Arctic’. 
Transpositions of the BACH motif pervade a Vaughan Williams symphony of this number, and 
also form the basis for its fugato epilogue, while a dissonance of D-flat against C opens that 
uncharacteristically violent symphony. Another symphony of this number opens with a 
repeated figure in the rhythm of quaver, dotted crotchet, quaver on the notes A, C-sharp, A, 
while a chaconne from Bach’s cantata (*)  Nach dir, Herr, verlanget mich forms the basis for the 
last movement of Brahms’s symphony of this number, his final symphony. A Mendelssohn symphony 



of this number contains a saltarello finale and is nicknamed the ‘Italian’. For 10 points, Beethoven’s 
symphony of which number followed the Eroica? 
ANSWER: Symphony No. 4 / Fourth Symphony <AP> 
 
12. Jordans’ anomaly is a feature of a congenital disorder involving mishandling of these 
molecules which has been associated with A·B·H·D·5 mutations. Ezetimibe inhibits an 
enterocyte apical membrane transporter of these molecules. Hetero·trimeric G protein alpha-Q 
subunits increase cytosolic calcium concentration by activating an enzyme that breaks down a 
type of these molecules. Niemann–Pick diseases involve an accumulation of the (*) ‘sphingo’ type 
of these molecules in lysosomes. Foam cells are macrophages laden with these molecules, particularly 
due to uncontrolled uptake via scavenger receptors, and so promote atherosclerosis. The primary 
mammalian storage form of these molecules is as triglycerides found in adipose tissue. For 10 points, 
name these molecules that include oils and fats. 
ANSWER: lipids [accept phospholipids or sphingolipids; accept triglycerides in the first sentence; 
anti-prompt on lipoproteins, cholesterol and triglycerides after the first sentence; prompt on fats 
before mention] <DJL> 
 
13. Ina Zweiniger-Bargielowska describes how these texts targeted women with patronising 
emphasis on the importance of economy and planning, outlining ‘The ABC’ of the subject. 
These texts were distributed by Her Majesty’s Stationery Office from Advice Centres to 
accompany books designed by Martin Roseveare. A popular example of these texts was written 
by Francis Latry and named for Frederick Marquis, 1st Lord (*) Woolton. Some of these texts 
called for South African ‘snoek’ and others imagined ‘mock’ animals such as goose. Many of these 
texts were written by Marguerite Patten who read them on BBC Radio’s ‘Kitchen Front’ and collected 
them in a book entitled We’ll Eat Again. For 10 points, name these texts adapted to the requirements 
of British rationing during the Second World War. 
ANSWER: recipes [accept equivalents such as cookbooks or recipe books or cookery books] <LC> 
 
14. In a novella by this author, an overturned carriage leads to the death of Lilia’s child. In one 
novel by this author, the protagonist injures her hand jumping out of the car when she hears 
that they have struck a dog; that protagonist mentors a clerk whom she mistakenly advises to 
leave the Porphyrion. In that novel by this author, a note is burned before Margaret can learn 
that she is inheriting a house from Ruth, and (*) Charles is imprisoned for manslaughter after 
pushing Leonard Bast into a bookcase. In another novel by this author, Mrs. Moore is sent home by 
her son, Ronny Heaslop, before an important trial. That novel by this author set in Chandrapore 
features a trip to the Marabar Caves in which Adela Quested accuses Dr. Aziz of sexual assault. For 
10 points, name this author of Howards End and A Passage to India.  
ANSWER: Edward Morgan Forster <MOG> 
 
15. One individual who organised an attempt to overthrow this person had earlier provided 
security for an all-day concert raising funds for this person’s country. That concert, subtitled 
Aid and Freedom, was sponsored by Richard Branson and modelled on Live Aid. Jordan 
Goudreau claimed to be behind a failed military coup against this leader that saw two 
motorboats of under-armed dissidents land in this leader’s country. That coup, Operation (*) 
Gideon, was overseen by a private military company named Silvercorp. In 2017, this person 
announced a cryptocurrency backed by their country’s oil reserves, the petro, as the ‘strong bolivar’ 
currency was experiencing hyperinflation. After this leader’s 2018 electoral victory was declared 
fraudulent, Juan Guaidó announced himself as interim President. For 10 points, name this disputed 



current President of Venezuela. 
ANSWER: Nicolás Maduro Moros <AH> 
 
16. Jul Maroh criticised Abdellatif Kechiche for favouring one form of this concept over 
another in opposition to their graphic novel, Blue Angel. An essay argues that this concept 
reinforces solidarity between Mignon and Esther in Illusions by Julie Dash and applies this 
concept to Douglas Sirk’s Imitation of Life. That essay uses Michel Foucault’s idea that this 
concept allows power to coexist with resistance for ‘colonized’ black people. A 1992 essay by (*) 
bell hooks is titled for this concept’s ‘oppositional’ form. Building on Jacques Lacan’s writing on the 
mirror stage of development, the 1975 essay ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema’ by Laura 
Mulvey theorised the ‘male’ form of this concept. For 10 points, name this psychoanalytical concept 
for an individual’s perception of onscreen characters. 
ANSWER: the gaze [or le regard; prompt on the look, looking, or equivalents of watching, viewing, 
spectatorship etc.; anti-prompt on more specific forms of gazing such as voyeurism or scopophilia] 
<LC> 
 
17. During a campaign in this region, Arduin the Lombard was stripped and beaten for not 
handing over a captured horse to George Maniakes [‘man-i-AH-kays’]. That action precipitated 
the desertion of Maniakes’s allies, who included William Iron Arm and Harald Hardrada. The 
distraction caused by Thomas the Slav’s revolt allowed Euphemius to proclaim himself emperor 
from this region, rebelling against Michael II. Euphemius allied with the forces of (*) Ziyadat 
Allah to assert control over this region, but they soon betrayed him and conquered this region for 
themselves, with rule first by the Aghlabids, and then the Fatimids. This island was divided into three 
valli by its Arabic rulers, a division retained after its capture by Robert Guiscard. Contested between 
the Arabs and Byzantines, for 10 points, name this island ruled by the Normans from Palermo. 
ANSWER: Sicily [antiprompt on Syracuse or Palermo] <AP> 
 
18. A counterexample to one definition of this concept that features the man Norman appears in 
a 1985 book titled for The Structure of one kind of this concept. Steve Fuller worked on the 
‘social’ study of this concept alongside a thinker who wrote a late book on this concept ‘in a 
Social World’, building on his earlier theory of it named for certain ‘chains’. The ‘safety 
condition’ for this concept was defended by (*) Timothy Williamson, who wrote a book titled for 
this concept and its Limits. Alvin Goldman proposed a ‘reliabilist’ theory of this concept, as did the 
book Philosophical Explanations by Robert Nozick. Two men with ten coins in their pocket appear in 
counterexamples to a definition of this thing in Theaetetus, called Gettier cases. For 10 points, 
‘justified true belief’ is a definition of which central concept of epistemology? 
ANSWER: knowledge [do NOT accept or prompt on ‘epistemology’] <AM> 
 
19. QFT was applied to these entities’s namesake liquid by Abrikosov, who justified describing 
those liquids as quasiparticle gases. These entities are represented by Grassmann variables in 
the path integral. The equation which describes one type of these entities makes use of ‘slash 
notation’, which signifies contraction with a ‘gamma matrix’. That equation sometimes 
decouples into two chiral ‘Weyl’ types of these entities and is named for (*) Dirac. Loops of these 
particles in Feynman diagrams contribute additional minus signs. These particles’ occupancy is given 
by a step function at absolute zero. These particles’ wavefunctions are antisymmetric under exchange 
and they therefore obey the Pauli exclusion principle. Examples of these particles include neutrinos 
and electrons. For 10 points, name this class of particles with half-integer spin. 



ANSWER: fermions [prompt on electrons, leptons, helium-3 asking ‘what type of statistics do they 
obey?’; prompt on spinors asking ‘what type of particle do they represent?’] <DJC> 
 
20. A character in this play abruptly quotes eight lines from Oscar Wilde’s “The Harlot’s 
House”. In a sequel to this play, the protagonist threatens to sell his land to his neighbour, T. 
Steadman Harder, and evict the tenant farmer Phil Hogan. A young character in this play 
sarcastically declares 'The Mad Scene. Enter Ophelia!' after which his brother slaps him. An 
intimate conversation over a (*) solitaire game dominates Act Four of this play, whose sequel is 
titled A Moon for the Misbegotten. A character in this play tells the maid Cathleen that she loves the 
fog but hates the foghorn, and later reminisces about abandoning her dreams of becoming a concert 
pianist. Edmund leaves for the sanatorium at the end of this play, while his mother Mary relapses into 
morphine addiction. For 10 points, name this play about the Tyrone family by Eugene O’Neill. 
ANSWER: Long Day’s Journey Into Night <AH> 
 
 
Bonuses: 
 
1. Wolfgang Paul, not to be confused with Wolfgang Pauli, won the Nobel Prize for inventing an ion 
trap based on this configuration. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this configuration usually generated by four charges. A form of mass-spec named for 
‘triple’ this configuration is often abbreviated to ‘uppercase Q, lowercase q, uppercase Q’.   
ANSWER: quadrupole 
[10] For a given ion, mass spectrometry outputs the ratio of this quantity for the ion to its mass. 
Cations and anions have positive and negative values for this quantity, respectively. 
ANSWER: charge [accept specific charge or charge-to-mass ratio] 
[10] As in tandem mass spectroscopy, the second quadrupole in triple-quadrupole mass spectrometry 
acts as a cell for this process, in which a sample is accelerated into a neutral gas in order to cause 
fragmentation.  
ANSWER: collision-induced dissociation [or CID] <JK> 
 
2. William Elphinstone founded this city’s first university in 1495, appointing the historian Hector 
Boece (“Boyce”) as its first principal. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Scottish city. A little under a century later, George Keith founded its second 
university, making it the first British city to have multiple universities. 
ANSWER: Aberdeen 
[10] Boece had been a student at this constituent college of the University of Paris, where the extreme 
severity of its Master Jan Standonck was remembered bitterly by Boece’s fellow student Erasmus. 
Both Calvin and Loyola also briefly studied at this college. 
ANSWER: Collège de Montaigu [Mon-tie-goo] 
[10] Elphinstone was instrumental in bringing this technology to Scotland. With Boece, he wrote the 
Aberdeen Breviary, the first Scottish work produced by this technology, which William Caxton 
introduced to England. 
ANSWER: printing press [prompt on press] <AP> 
 
3. The self-reporting scale PANAS is used to quantify this psychological concept. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this concept. Numerous disorders, including autism and depression, are partly 
characterised by a ‘flat’ version of this psychological concept, which is more severe than its ‘blunted’ 
type. 



ANSWER: affect display 
[10] A loss of affect is a major trait of this personality disorder, with subtypes including ‘languid’ and 
‘remote’. It is characterised by people with no interest in social relationships, though unlike a 
similarly-named disorder it does not typically involve psychosis. 
ANSWER: schizoid personality disorder [or SPD; do not accept or prompt on ‘schizophrenia’] 
[10] Another central trait of schizoid personality disorder is this trait, which generally describes 
people who prefer their own mental lives over the outside world. It is represented by ‘I’ in the Myers-
Briggs classification. 
ANSWER: introversion [or introvert(ed) or other word forms] <JK> 
 
4. John Blacking was an influential theorist of this discipline, whose early concern was whether its 
elusive central concept was universal or culture specific. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this discipline which studies ‘humanly organized sound’ in its social and cultural contexts, 
and which has gradually moved away from a Western ‘standard’. 
ANSWER: ethnomusicology [accept comparative musicology; prompt on music, musicology, 
ethnology, social anthropology] 
[10] To avoid culture-to-culture comparisons, musical instruments may be classified using this 
system, which categorises them simply by what material vibrates to cause the sound, such as the 
instrument itself in idiophones. 
ANSWER: Sachs–Hornbostel system [accept in either order; prompt on organology] 
[10] In 1940, Sachs added a fifth top-level category to the original four to describe these kinds of 
instruments, which include the theremin and the synthesizer. It is a matter of debate whether a guitar 
which is amplified by this means truly belongs in that fifth category. 
ANSWER: electric [accept electrophone; accept word forms, e.g. electrical, electronic; accept any 
answer indicating that these instruments work via electricity or circuits] <AP> 
 
5. This author wrote a play which ends with a character having both of his arms and his head cut off 
while the Great King of Tartary only suffers 500 lashes. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this author of The Battles of Coxinga. This Japanese author wrote bunraku plays like The 
Love Suicides at Amijima. 
ANSWER: Chikamatsu Monzaemon [prompt on Monzaemon] 
[10] Many of Chikamatsu’s best-known plays, such as The Love Suicides at Amijima, are in this genre 
of play that applies to both bunraku and kabuki. In kabuki programs, a play in this genre usually 
follows a jidaimono, or historical play. 
ANSWER: sewamono [accept domestic tragedies, prompt on tragedy or tragedies] 
[10] While Chikamatsu wrote plays for live actors in the kabuki style, his bunraku plays are written 
for these inanimate performers controlled from behind the stage. 
ANSWER: puppets [or ningyō] <JHD> 
 
6. One of the largest lakes in this country, whose shore was till 2011 home to the tallest tree in the 
UK, was crossed as part of Geowizard’s first attempt to cross this country in a straight line. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this country of the UK, whose large artificial lakes include Lake Vyrnwy. Its second-
largest natural lake, Lake Llangorse, is in the Brecon Beacons. 
ANSWER: Wales [or Cymru] 
[10] Despite the rest of the top ten largest lakes in Wales being artificial, this natural lake is usually 
cited as the largest. The River Dee flows through this lake in south-east Gwynedd. 
ANSWER: Lake Bala [or Llyn Tegid] 



[10] Owing to ambiguities in shore measurements, this non-Vyrnwy reservoir in Snowdonia is 
sometimes said to be the largest in Wales. Till 1991, it was home to the UK’s only inland nuclear 
power station, which decimated its ecosystem. 
ANSWER: Llyn/Lake Trawsfynydd <JK> 
 
7. This leader was imprisoned at Charleroi for desertion but was released in the closing stages of 
World War I. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this former joiner and associate of Ernst Thälmann who would later introduce the New 
Economic System. This leader names a ‘group’ of communist exiles who returned to assume 
governance of their home country in 1945. 
ANSWER: Walter Ulbricht 
[10] Ulbricht governed from this city, whose Stalinallee saw protests by construction workers 
opposed to work quotas in 1953. In order to stop mass emigration to the West, Ulbricht approved a 
physical barrier to cut off this city. 
ANSWER: East Berlin [prompt on Berlin] 
[10] Ulbricht quoted this song criticising the copying of Western culture by describing ‘the monotony 
of the yeah yeah yeah’. Alec Douglas-Home tried to quote this song, but stumbled into the phrase 
‘you know, er, that can’t be too bad.’ 
ANSWER: “She Loves You” <AI> 
 
8. Given a fixed point O, a circle, and a line through O that intersects the circle at points A and B, this 
quantity is given by multiplying the distance from O to A by the distance from O to B. For 10 points 
each: 
[10] Name this quantity. Its namesake theorem from plane geometry states that, for a given point and 
circle, this quantity is independent of the choice of line through the point.  
ANSWER: power of a point 
[10] The invariant value of the power of a point can conveniently be found by picking the tangent line 
to the circle, then applying this basic geometric theorem that relates the squares of the side-lengths of 
a right-angled triangle. 
ANSWER: Pythagoras’ theorem [or Pythagorean theorem] 
[10] When the point is outside the circle, the power-of-a-point theorem can be named for the 
‘intersecting [this term]s’ theorem. Pythagoras’ theorem implies that this function of x all squared, 
minus 1, equals tangent of x all squared. 
ANSWER: secant <JK>  
 
 
9. In Briggflatts, Basil Bunting describes the death of a king with this epithet. For 10 points each: 
[10] Give this epithet, which is also the name of a poetry publisher founded in Newcastle by Neil 
Astley. With an emphasis on female poets and poets of colour, that publisher with this name has 
published poets like Moniza Alvi, Helen Dunmore, and E. A. Markham’s anthology of Caribbean 
poetry, Hinterlands. 
ANSWER: Bloodaxe [accept Eric Bloodaxe or Bloodaxe Books]  
[10] Bloodaxe published this dub poet’s collections City Psalms and Propa Propaganda. Notably 
refusing an OBE, their poems, such as ‘City River Blues’, often bluntly address racism in British 
society as well as environmental issues, particularly in their advocacy of veganism. 
ANSWER: Benjamin Zephaniah 



[10] This poet came to prominence with the Bloodaxe-published Zoom!. After Zephaniah publicly 
rejected the position, this translator of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight was appointed UK Poet 
Laureate in 2019. 
ANSWER: Simon Armitage <AP> 
 
10. A review of this album describes how it attained “the quality of a beacon” for its alcoholic author, 
who remarks on its frequent repeated phrases like “you breathe in, you breathe out” on its second 
track. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this album. That review, often cited as the best ever written, ends by comparing a Garcia 
Lorca poem with this album’s opening verse, which begins “If I ventured in the slipstream / between 
the viaducts of your dream”. 
ANSWER: Astral Weeks 
[10] That review of Astral Weeks was written by this rock critic, who wrote for Rolling Stone and 
edited Creem. Along with several people with the same initials, he is mentioned in ‘It’s the End of the 
World as we Know It’.  
ANSWER: Lester Bangs 
[10] In the review, Bangs notes that his “other big record of the day” was White Light/White Heat, an 
album by this band. Its members included Lou Reed and John Cale, and they recorded their 1967 
debut album with Nico.  
ANSWER: The Velvet Underground [or The Velvets or The VU] <JK> 
 
11. A seminal study on this concept ‘in Early Greek Religion’ was written by Robert Parker. For 10 
points each: 
[10] Name this concept in Greek religious belief and practice which could be countered by an act of 
katharmos. Funerary laws from the island of Keos allow only women affected by this concept to enter 
the house of the dead. 
ANSWER: pollution [accept miasma, prompt sin] 
[10] The Athenians carried out an act of purification by first removing all the buried dead and then the 
entire population from this sacred island. One of this sacred island’s deities, Apollo, purified Orestes 
at his other major sanctuary of Delphi.  
ANSWER: Delos  
[10] This hero had to be purified many times for various murders, and twice was bound to service: 
once to Omphale for killing Iphitus, and for killing his own children, to Eurystheus, who set him his 
twelve labours.  
ANSWER: Heracles [accept Hercules] <OSC>  
 
12. This novel shares its title with its author’s poem which opens ‘Tell me it was for the hunger / & 
nothing less.’ 
For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this novel, in which the narrator describes his early life in Hartford as an immigrant and 
his relationship with Trevor, who dies from an overdose of OxyContin. 
ANSWER: On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous 
[10] Ocean Vuong’s poem “Aubade with Burning City” mingles the lyrics of “White Christmas” with 
the American evacuation of Saigon at the end of this war, also depicted in the short story collection 
The Things They Carried. 
ANSWER: Vietnam War [or the Second Indochina War] 



[10] In On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous, Vuong reflects on the works of this writer of S/Z, but 
particularly this writer’s works in response to the death of their mother, Mourning Diary and Camera 
Lucida. 
ANSWER: Roland Barthes <AP> 
 
13. 50 years after painting his best-known series, this artist massively shortened their captions, such as 
for an entry in which three girls write the numbers ‘2’, ‘3’, and ‘4’ on a blackboard. For 10 points 
each:  
[10] Name this painter, who depicted the results of African-Americans moving northwards in that 60-
painting series, titled Migration. 
ANSWER: Jacob Lawrence 
[10] The first painting in the Migration series shows people moving to Chicago, St Louis, and this 
city. The Spiral Group was based in a neighborhood of this major city that underwent a 1920s 
‘Renaissance’.  
ANSWER: New York City [accept Harlem] 
[10] Lawrence’s wife, a Barbadian artist of this surname, assisted him on the Migration series. A 
British female artist of this surname painted the Nuremberg trials and was the first woman fully 
elected to the Royal Academy. 
ANSWER: Knight [Gwendolen and Laura, respectively] <JK> 
 
14. One molecule of this type, called HOTAIR (“hot air”), was the first shown to modulate 
transcription on a different chromosome to the one on which it is expressed. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name these molecules of 200 or more nucleotides, which can be capped, spliced and 
poly.adenyl.ated, but are not translated into protein. 
ANSWER: long non-coding RNAs [or lncRNAs; accept long intergenic non-coding 
RNAs/lincRNAs; prompt on non-coding RNA/ncRNA] 
[10] HOTAIR represses genes at the HOX.D locus by altering the epigenetic markers on these 
proteins, which are often modified on their tails. An octamer of these proteins forms the nucleosome. 
ANSWER: core histones 
[10] Gene silencing by HOTAIR involves the addition of this functional group to H.3.K.27 and its 
removal from H.3.K.4. This functional group is often added to DNA at CpG islands and has the 
formula CH3. 
ANSWER: methyl group <ML> 
 
15. This text describes how Zerubbabel and Jeshua refused the help of the ‘adversaries of Judah and 
Benjamin’, despite their claims that they had sacrificed to the same God ‘since the days of 
Esarhaddon, King of Assyria’. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this Biblical book, which narrates the history of the return of the Jews from the Babylonian 
Exile.  
ANSWER: Book of Ezra-Nehemiah [prompt on the Book of Nehemiah] 
[10] Permission to return to Israel is given by this founder of the Persian Empire, whose namesake 
Cylinder describes how he ‘returned the images of the gods’ to their sanctuaries in Babylon.  
ANSWER: Cyrus the Great or II [accept Kūruš; prompt on Cyrus alone] 
[10] Under Persian rule, Jewish garrisons were placed around the empire, including at this far 
southern Egyptian town. Aramaic documents from this town record the destruction by the priests of 
Khnum of a temple of Yahweh in this town.  
ANSWER: Elephantine <OSC> 
 



16. This philosopher vigorously defended “Liberty of action” in a work responding to Mary Astell 
titled Occasional Thoughts in Reference to a Virtuous and Christian Life. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this philosopher, whose proto-feminist views were partly inspired by the work of her 
father Ralph, one of the Cambridge Platonists. They had a lifelong correspondence with John Locke 
that heavily influenced his work. 
ANSWER: Damaris Cudworth Masham [accept either underlined part] 
[10] Masham’s only other published work was A Discourse Concerning the Love of [this figure]. 
Spinoza’s Ethics equates this religious figure with ‘nature’. 
ANSWER: God 
[10] Masham’s Discourse implicitly attacks this French philosopher. This philosopher claimed that 
God is the direct cause of everything in The Search After Truth, which details their theory of 
‘occasionalism’. 
ANSWER: Nicolas Malebranche <JK>  
 
17. This son of Hreidmar captures Odin, Loki and Hoenir after Loki accidentally kills this character’s 
brother Ótr, who is in the shape of an otter. For 10 points each: 
[10] Identify this character, who kills his father after receiving Andvari’s cursed gold and magic ring. 
Tasting this character’s blood allows another character to understand the speech of birds. 
ANSWER: Fafnir [or Fafner or Frænir] 
[10] Because the birds tell Sigurd that this character is planning to kill him, Sigurd cuts off his head 
with the sword Gram. This character, Sigurd’s foster-father, earlier reforges Gram for him.  
ANSWER: Regin (prompt on Mime with ‘what is he called in the Völsunga Saga’) 
[10] The Völsunga Saga is a work written in this country. Another famous work from this country is 
the Prose Edda, compiled by Snorri Sturluson. 
ANSWER: Iceland <AM> 
 
18. This scientist’s theory of the microscope predicts that the smallest resolvable features have size of 
the wavelength of light used divided by twice the numerical aperture. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this scientist. This scientist explained microscope image formation as the secondary 
interference of a primary interference pattern while their namesake number is plotted on the y-axis of 
a so-called “glass veil”. 
ANSWER: Ernst Abbe 
[10] Microscopes operate in the Fraunhofer regime, meaning that this operation relates the object and 
the primary diffraction pattern. This integral operator has a kernel of e to the i k x. 
ANSWER: Fourier transform 
[10] For the rays within the microscope to be parallel, the object must be placed at this point relative 
to the objective lens. This point can be found by moving the lens away from a screen until the image 
formed there becomes sharp. 
ANSWER: focus [or focal point etc] <LW> 
 
19. A work by this choreographer has a male dancer dress in a ballgown and heels before immersing 
himself in a fish tank as Ravel’s La Valse and songs by Bing Crosby play. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this choreographer of Two Cigarettes in the Dark who developed the Tanztheater style, 
much of whose work uses European expression to explore trauma resulting from relationships. 
ANSWER: Pina Bausch 
[10] In 1975, Bausch choreographed a new version of this ballet on an earth-covered stage. This 
Stravinsky ballet, which includes a ‘Sacrificial Dance’, started a riot at its 1913 premiere. 
ANSWER: The Rite of Spring [or Le sacre du printemps] 



[10] Bausch turned the stage into a field of pink carnations for Nelken, a performance in which a man 
delivers a sign language rendition of ‘The Man I Love’, a song from this composer’s 1927 musical 
Lady, Be Good.  
ANSWER: George Gershwin <LC> 
 
20. A major debate about this period in the 1990s attempted to undermine previous discussions that 
were thought to ignore the history of the Tswana-speaking societies in the interior. For 10 points each: 
[10] Name this period, which followed the collapse of the Ndwandwe kingdom. Although historians  
now dispute previous narratives of depopulation, there was a migration led by Mzilikazi, creating the 
Ndebele.  
ANSWER: Mfecane (accept Difaqane or Lifaqane) 
[10] Traditional narratives associate the Mfecane with the wars fought by this leader of the Zulu 
kingdom, whose reforms of the amabutho age-class system included women as well, and required him 
to give permission for men to choose wives.  
ANSWER: Shaka kaSenzangakhona or Shaka Zulu 
[10] The nation of Lesotho was born out of the Mfecane, when this leader gathered a new clan around 
him on the plateau of Thaba Bosiu above the Orange river.  
ANSWER: Moshoeshoe I <OSC> 
 


